Oscillatory molecular driving force for protein folding at high concentration: a molecular simulation.
This paper presents a Langevin dynamics simulation that suggests a novel way to fold protein at high concentration, a fundamental issue in neurodegenerative diseases in vivo and the production of recombinant proteins in vitro. The simulation indicates that the folding of a coarse-grained beta-barrel protein at high concentration follows the "collapse-rearrangement" mechanism but it yields products of various forms, including single proteins in the native, misfolded, and uncollapsed forms and protein aggregates. Misfolded and uncollapased proteins are the "nucleus" of the aggregates that also encapsulate some correctly folded proteins (native proteins). An optimum hydrophobic interaction strength (epsilon*(p)) between the hydrophobic beads of the model protein, which results from a compromise between the kinetics of collapse and rearrangement, is identified for use in increasing the rate of folding over aggregating. Increased protein concentration hinders the structural transitions in both collapse and rearrangement and thus favors aggregation. A new method for protein folding at high concentration is proposed, which uses an oscillatory molecular driving force (epsilon*(p)) to promote the dissociation of aggregates in the low epsilon*(p) regime while promoting folding at a high epsilon*(p). The advantage of this method in enhancing protein folding while depressing aggregation is illustrated by a comparison with the methods based on direct dilution or applying a denaturant gradient.